
               
 

 

 
Toll-Free: 877-4Béquet (877-423-7838) 

Tel: 406-586-2191 
 

 

 

Ordering 
Call toll-free 877-4Béquet or place your order online at 
www.bequetconfections.com. 
 

13 Varieties of Caramel 
Soft* traditional vanilla butter caramel  
Chewy vanilla caramel, just a bit firmer than the Soft variety  
Chocolate caramel  
Chipotle caramel is a 2007 winner of NASFT sofi™ Award 
Celtic Sea Salt®*caramel is a 2006 finalist for NASFT sofi Award 
Espresso caramel 
Salt-Chocolate* caramel  
Butterscotch* caramel is a 2011 winner of NASFT sofi Award  
Green Apple caramel  
Cinnamon Swirl caramel  
Salted Mocha* caramel is a 2016 finalist for NASFT sofi Award  
Salted Butterscotch* caramel  
Mint caramel (our newest variety) 
 
Most boxes and bags can be made with any combination you would 
like. Our top-selling varieties are shown above with an asterisk. 
 

Shelf Life 
Caramel is best when fresh…the fresher, the better. It is excellent 
for 4-6 weeks from the date it ships, and still very good for another 
6-8 weeks. Fresher is better. As the caramel ages, it develops a 
crystalline surface. It still tastes great, but the texture is not as 
smooth. Extend freshness by refrigerating or freezing in a tightly 
closed bag. 
 
Bridal Favors 
Our oval gift bag labels can be custom printed with names of the 
Bride and Groom plus the wedding date. These labels look beautiful 
on our smaller gift bags and make lovely wedding favors. The 
smaller bags are available empty which you can fill (at quite a 
substantial savings). The parts are sold separately as follows: 
 

Custom printed oval label                 $0.11/oval label 
Small bag (holds 3-5 pieces)                 $0.11/bag 
Medium bag (holds 10 pieces)                 $0.15/bag 
Gold twist tie (to close the bag)                 $0.02/twist tie 
Antique white bow (w/built in twist tie)     $0.20/bow 
Caramel bought in bulk      See Price List 
 
 

(Close the bag with our gold twist tie, our wedding bow, or a bow of your choice—
only one of these is necessary. If Béquet Confections fills the bags for you, they are 
available as a 10 pieces/bag for $6.99 each.) 
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